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Observatory Stations 














[image: COMPACT Observatory Station with 2m dome]




COMPACT Observatory Station with 2m dome



€39,000.00












[image: DUAL-COMPACT Observatory Station with 3m dome]




DUAL-COMPACT Observatory Station with 3m dome



€48,000.00












[image: ASTRO-RES Observatory station with 3m dome]




ASTRO-RES Observatory station with 3m dome



€55,000.00
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DUAL-PRO Observatory Station with 3m dome



€99,000.00
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BINO-SSA Observatory Station with large FoV and 3m dome



€109,500.00
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PRO-RES Observatory station with 4m or 5.5m dome



€125,000.00









 










	


Radio2Space 














[image: SPIDER 230C compact radio telescope, kit without mount]




SPIDER 230C compact radio telescope, kit without mount



€21,950.00












[image: SPIDER 300A MarkII advanced radio telescope]




SPIDER 300A MarkII advanced radio telescope



€46,950.00












[image: SPIDER 500A MarkII professional radio telescope]




SPIDER 500A MarkII professional radio telescope



€99,950.00
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INTREPID 300-5 3.0m ground station antenna system for L/S-band



€37,950.00












[image: INTREPID 500-5 5.0m ground station antenna system for L/S-band]




INTREPID 500-5 5.0m ground station antenna system for L/S-band



€89,950.00












[image: INTREPID 500-12 5.0m ground station antenna system for S/X-band]




INTREPID 500-12 5.0m ground station antenna system for S/X-band



€350,000.00









 










	


Optical tubes 
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APO refractors





Newton reflectors





Dall-Kirkham





Schmidt-Cassegrain







 





Ritchey-Chretien





Aplanatic Schmidt-Cassegrain





Astrographs







 










	


Mounts 
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Tripods and piers





Other accessories for mounts







 










	


Computer 
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EAGLE





ECCO







 





EAGLE-type power cables





Spare parts





Software







 










	


Focusers 
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ESATTO 2"





ESATTO 3”





ESATTO 3,5" LP





ESATTO 2" LP







 





ESATTO 4”





SESTO SENSO





Spare parts







 










	


Rotators 
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ARCO 2"





ARCO 3"





Spare parts







 










	


Calibration 
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GIOTTO flat field generators





ALTO telescope cover motor





GIOTTO+ALTO bundles





Spare parts







 










	


Dovetail bars and rings 
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Dovetail bars





Support rings





Dovetail clamps







 





Side by side plates





Spacers and curved blocks







 










	


Various accessories 
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Optical finders





Photographic adapters





T2, M48 or M49.8 rings for DSLR





Other mechanical accessories







 





Filter wheels and sliders





Guiding systems





Eyepiece holders





Dew heaters
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Contact us



PrimaLuceLab SpA 


Via Torricelli 9, 33080, Porcia (PN)









+39 0434 1696106










[email protected]









Orario di apertura:
Lun-Ven / 9:00 - 12:00 e 14:00 - 17:00
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